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"-Geodesics on Hypersurfaces
n-geodezyjne na hiperpowierzchniach
Ji-reofle3HHeciufe Ha XHnepnoBepxHOCTHX

of

In this paper we deal with the problem of the coincidence
T-geodesics with geodesics on a hypersurface MnCEn+\

In the first part of this paper we'll consider those x-geode-

sics which are determined by a tensor

X of the type

(0,2)

that is associated in a natural way with hypersurfaces e.g.
the third and fourth fundamental tensors of hypersurfaces. In

the second part we define

IT of the type

field

1.

%-GEODESICS

ST-geodesics determined by a tensor

(1,1).

WITH

T BEING

OF

THE

TIPE

(0,2).

First we recall some fundamental definitions and theorems

DEFINITION 1 [8].

A vector field w

with a given linear connection

if:

on a manifold U

P is said to be

X-geodesic
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where

— UT(v,w)

X is a symmetric, non-singular tensor field on

(0,2)

the type

on M.

II

Xw : v

3t5Tw ;

A

and

dV

-geodesic vector field on

the equation of this line is:

^ks + ^^^k^ps^ duk dus =
dt dt

THEOREM 1 [6], [7].
tion for

tc

X-geodesic line.

In a local map U,

(1)

of

is a real differentiable function

The integral curve of the

is called the

M

x-geodesics

dt

The necessary and sufficient condi

geodesics of the connection

to coincide with

M

on a manifold

P is:

VkTi3 + ViTfcj = Pkxij + Pi^kj

(2)

In particular, if

IT

(5)

^k^ij = PkTij

where pk

is symmetric, then (2) becomes:

is some covector field on

THEOREM 2 [3].

If, on a surface l^CE5

symmetric tensor fields
equation:
g a ocg,

M.

= 0

ot= const.

DEFINITION 2 [5].

g
and

and

g

are the solutions of the

det(gi;j) / 0,

det(g^j) / 0,

then

(V- the Levi-Civita connection).

Let

V

be an

space and R6Hom(VAV, Hom(V,V)).

n-dimensional vector

The mapping R

be regular if and only if - E(XAl) / 0
XAieVAV - {0}.

with K / 0,

is said to

for each bivector
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DEFINITION J.

A point

the curvature tensor R
a linear connection

xeM

is said to be regular for

of a differentiable manifold • M with

P if

RxeHom(TxM

aTJJI,

HomCT^, T^))

is a regular mapping.
We have:
THEOREM 5 [5].

Supjrose^ that two Riemannian connections

given on a_ connected differentiable manifold

with metric tensors

n >3

g

and

M

of dimension

have the same curvature

g,

tensora and the set of regular points of these tensors is

dense in M.

Then

REMARK 1.
the dimension of

g = Ag

where

A = const.

Observe, that in case of a surface
T^L^aT^I2

l^CE5,

is one and the condition of

regularity of the curvature tensor R of the Levi-CiVita
connection of tl2 at any x is equivalent to the non-vani
shing of the Gaussian curvature of

M2

at this point, namely:

and b^j are components of the first and the second
fundamental tensors of M2 respectively, then:
Rjklp “ RJkl6ip - bjpbkl “ bkpbJl

or
Rjkl ~ (bjpbkl “ bkpb;Jl)s?i
and if

Xj, 5gj

are vectors of the natural basis of

then:

RCx, AX^) « (b1Ab2k “

Since

det<gri) / 0,

then R(5tjA^) = 0

if and only if:
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i,k ~ 1’2'

b1ib2k " b2ib1k = 0 for eacb
to

And so

det(b^j) = 0.

Rt^AXg) / 0

What is e<luivalent
i3 equivalent to

K 4 0.
When we combine theorems 2 and 3 we get:

THEOREM 4.

hypersurface

is the Levi-Civita connection of a

If

MnCEn+\

such, that the set of regular

n>2

points of the curvature tensor R

is dense in Mn

are symmetric, non-singular tensors with.

then

g^j = Ag^-j

and

g, g

= ^i^jk = 0

A = const.

with

Now we can prove two more theorems:
THEOREM 5.

Suppose, that on a Riemannian manifold M

with the metric tensor

g,

there is given a non-singular,

symmetric tensor field

X

of the typje

everywhere on M.

Then, if

coincide with geodesics on M,

we have:

3Tijg^ £ 0

and pk = (^lnlnr^l

a. scalar function
A = c( 3T®)"^,

Proof.

where
A/ 0

(0,2)

satisfying.

x-geodesics

Xs =

and there exists

such, that

= 0

c = const / 0.

Since

7T-geodesics are geodesics on M,

thus:

^kxij ~ pkTij

In virtue of the fact

that

V^3 = 0

we have:

^i-jS*38) = Pk^ijG^3
Putting

s s i

and

and summing with respect to

i,

we get:

X-Geodesics on Hypersurfaceo
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or
ЭкТГ6 = pktf6
Hence

pk = 9kln |ts|

Now, let

X=A% ,

A'/O

Vx = 0,

and

then:

+ APk^ij =

^k^ij = ^k^ij +
+ Л Эк1п|х8| Xi-j = 0

= ^k^-

Hence
^kA + Л 3kin |*8| » 0
or
Э^п I Axg| = 0

or

Q.E.D.

A = c(Xg)"1
THEOREM 6.
and

that two Riemannian connections Г

Suppose

are given on a differentiable, connected manifold
Й5 metric tensors

g

and

g, respectively.

Assume

that the set of regular points of the curvature tensor R

£be 2S2B25.£i2H

*?. dense in

u

and

Vigkj =

U

of

»

iSlSE®. V is a differentiation operator with respect to Г\
_,
Л
3M®n ' and Г have the same geodesics if and only if

6 = Ag with.

A= const.

Proof. Prom the condition (11) [8] we know that
Г
1
/ and /A determine the same family of geodesics if and
only if:
/
^jk = rjk + pj ^k + pk^J
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Now we can find:

VjSjqJ

\jgkr “ ^jgkr " (pj ^k + Pk^p6ir " ^pj

+ Pr^j^sik=

“ " ^2pj®kr + pk®jr + pr6jk^

Since

Vjgfcj, » Vkg.jr,

so we have:

2pj6kr + pkSjr + Mjk = 2pk®jr + pj£kr + Mjk
or

pj®kr ’ pfc£|r
or
Pj Sk = pks j

Putting s a k

and summing over k,

we get:

Pj “ 0

Hence

r1 - p1
I jk - ' jk
Now, from the Theorem 4 it follows that:

Xs const.

” -Xg^j,

Q.E.D.

The following will he useful:
THEOREM 7 16].
connection on

Suppose, that

P is _a symmetric, linear

M with, the symmetric Ricci tensor $. .

is. a non-singular tensor field of the type
^k^ij ~ pk ^ij
p

wtlere

P

(0,2)

and

i® a. coyector field on. M,

i? the, gradient field (i.e.

pk = 'd^f,

where

If gp

f

then
is a

scalar function on M).
REMARK 2,

If the assumptions of this theorem hold, then

one can find a scalar function

X/ 0

such

that
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Vk(

= 0

(compare the proof of the theorem 5).

At last, we deal with

is a ten

3T

X-geodesics in case

sor field associated in a natural way with a hypersurface

MnCEn+^

i.e.

1C

is either the third, or the fourth funda

mental tensor of a hypersurface.
In the paper [2l the following has been proved«

THEOREM 8 [2l.

Let

be a. surface and

M^CE^

K / 0

being its Gaussian curvature. The family of b-geodeslcs on
coincides with the family of geodesics of this surface if

and only if

K = const

and

H = const,

g-goond fundamental tensor of

where

b

is the

M^.

We can prove:

THEOREM 9.
K / 0

On a surface

with the gaussian curva

M^CE^

h-geodesics, where

h^j = otb^j + pg^^,

<%/ 0,

det(h^) / o, coincide with geodesics of this surface if and
iL M2 is a sphere (locally).
Proof.'

==> On account of the Theorem 7 and the Remark 2, we have:
S/jE( A h.^) = 0

Prom the Theorem 2, we get:
Ahij=^®id
' ’

or

bij = 1 eij
now show that

is constant.

Prom the above equality we get:

.
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Having used the Codazzi equations for b^j,

we obtain:

0 a ^kbij " W>kJ =

or
\1 S1 - 5i1k = °

Putting

8 = i,

we get:

?k J(n - 1) a 0
for n>1.

s const

and

<= It is obvious.

Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 4 [4].

Let

HnCEn+1

be an orientable hyper

surfac e and N

denote the normal vector field to

a tensor field

c

of the type

(0,2)

on

Mn

Un,

then

defined in the

following way:
c(X,X) = (dN)(X)•(dN)(I)

is said to be the third fundamental tensor of
If

g.^

and

bjj

M“.

are the components of the first and

the second fundamental tensors of Un

respectively, then:

(4)
are the components of the third fundamental tensor of

M .

In particular, for n = 2:
(5)

Cj^ = 2Hb1;J - Kgi;j

where X and H are the Gaussian and the mean curvatures of
2
M
respectively.

Now, if we take
we'll get:

a = 2H

and

= - K

in the Theorem 9,

GT—Geodesics on Hypersurfaces
THEOREM 10. On a surface M2C E^ with K / 0
H / 0,

c-geodesics coincide with geodesics on

H = const

onl^ if

K = const

and

or

M2
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and
if and

is a, sphere

(locally).
For

we have:

n>2

THEOREM 11.

Suppose

the curvature tensor R

that the set of regular points of

of the Levi-Civita connection

on a hypersurface MnCEn+1,

det(b^) / 0

n>3

is dense in Mn

P

and

and
= const 4 0

(6)

c-geodesics coincide with geodesics on

Thep»
Mn

Mn

if and only

is a sphere (locally).

Proof.
geodesics on ll11.

Suppose, that

c-geodesics coincide with

Then, from the Theorem 1, we have:

Wcij = pkcij*

By virtue of the condition (6) and the Theorem 5 there exists

X= ^a(c6)~1 s const,

M = C0n3b

cg =

such,

that:

<7)

Vk(Aci;j)=«O

Prom the Theorem 4 it follows that:

<8)

c^ = ag^,

After having multiplied (8) by
I
*c^j from (4), we get:

g^k

<X = const
and having substituted
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Because of (9)» the tensor:

hj = bjs-g8i

(1°)

(hj> = b^)

satisfies the condition (2) of the Theorem 2 [1], i.e.

V8(hJhJ) = 0
so it say£, that there exists the connection

P such, that:

V8hJ = O

(11)

a Pjk ♦ J hj VjhJ = Pjk +

where

=

- rjk * r^V’VAs - rjk ♦ r>ir v?kr
we now compute

Vsbjk‘

V.ojk 3 ^sbjk ” r’sjhpk “ r'skhjp 3 Vsbjk “
- JbPr^Sbjrbpk ’ Z bP\p Vsbkr 3 ^8bjk ’

(12)

’ ?Vsbjk - zVa\| = 0
Hsing (11) and

12), we have:

0 - V.»J.
- °0k vBikl
>

Hence

V gki = 0
s

or

<13) .

V8eJk - 0

It is easy to observe, that

30 we can apply the Theorem 3 and

Codazzi equations for

as a result we have:

P is torsionles3 (wo use the

bi;j =

Eij,

y = const.

Q.E.D.
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DEFINITION 5 1,41.

MnCEn+1

with the components:

(14)
where

on a hypersurface

A tensor field

■ 5<

* £Jk^’

and

Fg'
“ I-

h^ a

if

is said to he the fourth fundamental tensor of
Now, let

n = 2,

i<i

g a detCgjj)

i>j,

»“ck"-1.

then:

?11 - 2<‘-lltf ♦

« *12*1 •

?12 « Z< £1k»2 ♦ £2k“?> = 3< ft12^ * £21»1> •

= | fs (hg ■

?22 =3<a2l?2 * 62lrf> • -

One knows, that:
(15)

2H = g Ph^

+ ga2h0t2 = kJ + h|

a g

and

r _ h
b11b22 “ b12b12
1
K = - = ----------- -------------- -

4

_ 1
“ s
*1

The determinant

?

*11

*12

*12

*22

*7*001

*2 *=d

*co2

*2 8*2

1H2 - .1
H2
a h
h^
h^

is:

= det( fi? “ ?11 ?22 " < ?12>2 » “

- Jg«!2 - tCj)2 a - Jg[(h| - h})2 + 4h^ ] a
» - $e[(ltj + h|)2 - 4h2h2 + 4h^h?l a

“

Andrzej Buck!
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- - J

g[0<j + h|>2 - 4<h}h| - hjh*)]

Using (15) and (16) we get:
- J g^H2 - 4K) = - g(H2 - K)

is always positive, provided that on

H2 - K

umbilical points. Hence

sense to investigate
THEOREM 12.

M2

there are no

is negative. This means, it makes

^-geodesics on hypersurfaces.

Suppose, that on a hypersurface MaCEn+1

the set of regular points of the curvature tensor

Levi-Civita connection
Then

P is dense in M11

and

R

of the

det( ^i;j)/0«

^-geodesics never coincide with geodesics cn Mn.

(In

other words, there doesn't exist a_ hypersurface on which

S -gaoflaslog coincide with geodesics).
Proof.
that

On account of the Theorems 4 and 7 we know,

^-geodesics should have coincided with geodesics if and

only if
fij - “SlJ

(18)

Multiplying both sides of (13) on

g^fc

end patting k a 1,

we get:
fij8^1 “

(19)

The left hand side of (19) is
fi^1 = ^ip^831 * ^V8^) -

because

£ipbjs8SP83i' » 0

eip = - 6pi

and b^g^i = t^si-jp.

X-Geodesics on Hypersurfaces

Hence

ct = 0,

what leads to a contradiction.

X-GEODESICS WITH

2.
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OP

BEING

Ut

Analogously to the definition of the

THE

TIPE

(1,1).

X-geodesic given

by K. Radziszewski [.8] we introduce the definition of the

•JT-geodesic in case
DEFINITION 6.
»

is of the type

Of

type

f~

where

(1,1)

or-geodesic if»

is said to be

» X *—•“3T(f,w),

=

on M,

on a manifold U with

A vector field w

a given linear connection

(1,1).

f - any covector field

is non-singular tensor field on

T
and

M

of the

is a real differentiable function on

A

The integral curve of the

5T-geodesic vector field on

U

U.

is

called OC-geodesic line.
It is easy to show, that in a local map

U,

the equation of

this line is of the form»

(20)
dt'

is Riemannian

H

Suppose, that

with the metric tensor

The tensor field X
TM —*- TM.

Let

g.

may be viewed as a linear transformations

satisfy the following conditions

X

A

(21)

n-dimensional manifold

x,i eTM

g(TX,T) = g(X,XT)

or in a local map Us
(22)

6iJxk = gikXj

Provided

✓

that (21) holds, it suffices to observe that the

Andrzej Buckl
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problem of coincidence of

3T-geodesics with geodesics on M

the same aa the problem of covering geodesics with

is

ot^-geodesics in the sense of the definition 1 ( TTE

sor with components

is a ten

^j8ik^*

Is can prove:
THEOREM 13.

Suppose, that the set of regular points of

the curvature tensor R of a Riemannian, connected manifold M
is dense in

M

the type

Of

and there is given a non-singular tensor field

(1,1)

M

on

sics coincide with geodesics
on M
w

•wawa «■(■■•aaaa*a«iw ■ a^

waaraMMw*

Proof.

a» aaa» ■

<a

TC-geode

satisfying (21). Jhen

IT = A-I.

if and only
if:
al

em»

awnaa

aaiar-nnaa

a«r w i

mm

Since, the condition of coincidence of

that (21) holds, is

T-geodesice with geodesics provided

equivalent to the problem of coincidence of

3T6-geodesics

with geodesics, then from the Theorems 3 and 7 it follows that:
Tjgifc = A&jk

/

Hence

xj = A

Q.E.D.

As a special case of this theorem, we have:

THEOREM 14.

If

h^ a b^’g^*^

are the components of the

non-singular tensor field, on a hypersurface

MnCEn+1

with

the dense set of regular points of the curvature tensor R,

then h-geodesics are the same as geodesics on

only if Mn

is a_ sphere (locally).

Ma

if and

T-Geodesics on Hypersurfaces
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STRESZCZENIE
W tej pracy zajmujemy się problemem pokrywania się
3Ï -geodezyjnych z geodezyjnymi na hiperpowierzchni MnCEn+^.

pierwszej części rozpatrujemy

vr-geodezyjne, gdzie or jest

’ n.'.turalny sposób związany z hiperpowierzchnią. W przypadku
C’y

OT

jest trzecim podstawowym tensorem hiperpowierzchni,

Andrzej Bucki

wtedy

T

-geodezyjne pokrywają się z geodezyjnymi wtedy i tyl

ko wtedy gdy hiperpowierzchnia jest lokalnie sferą, natomiast

gdy

X

jest czwartym podstawowym tensorem powierzchni wtedy

nie istnieje hiperpowierzchnia, na której

ПГ-geodezy jne po

krywają się z geodezyjnymi.
W

drugiej części zajmujemy się TC-geodezyjnymi wyznaczonymi

przez pole tensorowe typu

(1,1).

Резюме
В этой работе занимаемся проблемой совпадения^-геодези

ческих с геодезическими поверхностями МмсЕпИ . В первой части

рассматриваем Л -геодезические определимые тензорами, которые
натуральным образом связаны с хиперповерхностью. Итак, когда

является третим фундаментальным тензором хиперповерхности, тог
да для того чтобы Л -геодезические совпадали с геодезическими,

необходимо и достаточно, чтобы хиперповерхность была локально

сферой, зато когда Л является четвертым фундаментальным тен

зором, тогда не существует хиперповерхность, на которой Л -гео
дезические совпадают с геодезическими.

Во второй части занимаемся JC-геодезическими определен
ными тензорами типа (11)

.

